Each person’s belief structure is based off of another person’s belief structure in one way, shape, or form. These structures potentially expand off of one another and continue to influence the beliefs and opinions of other people, whether these people realize it or not. As children grow up, their parents attempt to teach them right from wrong. However, parents also end up teaching their kids what they believe, whether it occurs directly or indirectly. These children then may take these opinions and ideas in as their own and they may begin to create their own thought structure. Once they go to school they hear more opinions from other kids and other adults which continues to influence their own beliefs and allow them to continue building their thought structure. As we learn more about how people’s opinions are continuously being influenced by each other, and how new opinions continue forming, we may be able to uncover a method of influencing the influence, which could possibly enable us to control or alter the rate of change of each person’s ideas.
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